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The educational world in Indonesia is faced with many oncoming problems. One of which has been quite discussed are the cases of bullying which has been happening to school students. The violence can come in the form of physical, verbal and relational abuse. The violence has been done by those we feel superior to those who are considered weak. Those who are victims of bullying often experience trauma and are afraid of going to school and become insecure and unhappy.

This research is carried out at the State Madrasah Aliyah MAN TlogoBlitar. The purpose of this research is: (1) to understand the level of bullying towards students of MAN TlogoBlitar (2) and to understand the level of self confidence of the students of MAN TlogoBlitar (3) and to know if there is a correlation between bullying and self-confidence of the students of MAN TlogoBlitar.

This research utilizes the quantitative method. The free variable is bullying whereas the tied variable is self-confidence. The research subjects are 108 respondents, which are the students of class X MAN TlogoBlitar. In data collection, the researcher uses the inquiry form method using the likert scale with documentation. The Analysis in this research uses the correlation technique in the product moment by Karl Pearson with the help of SPSS 16.0 for windows.

Based on the analysis, the results are: 1 analytical aspect of bullying in the low category of percentage, physical bullying amounts to 99%, verbal bullying 55%, and relational bullying 81%. 2 Results of analyzing the self-confidence of the students amounts to medium percentage of 62%. 3 Correlational results shows that there is a positive link between bullying and the self-confidence of the students with the coefficient correlation \( r_{xy} = 0.438 \) and \( p = 0.000 < 0.05 \). Which means that the lower the bullying rates are, the higher the self-confidence of the students.